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Good works in the field of industrial engineering and management
need to be published in time. Many journals are available for
publishing the researches in industrial engineering and management,
but the lengthy review process has been frustrating a lot of prominent
researchers in this field. The Industrial Engineering and Management
Journal (IEM) is here to provide a convenient way to overcome this
deficiency.
IEM mainly includes the following fields: Production, Logistics,
Quality, and Operational Research, Information Systems, Technology
and Communication, Industrial Economics and Regional Development,
Management, Organizational Behavior and Human Resources,
Finance, Accounting and Marketing, and Education, Training and
Professional Skills. Industrial Engineering and Management journal
is an open-access journal that publishes theoretical and empirical
peer-reviewed articles, contribute to advance the understanding of
phenomena related with all aspects of industrial engineering and
industrial management. Open access makes research freely available
to the public supports a greater global exchange of knowledge. Open
access gives a worldwide audience larger than that of any subscriptionbased journal and thus increases the visibility and impact of published
works. Open access is published by OMICS Publishing Group, an
Open Access publisher that promotes the dissemination of research
articles to the global community. OMICS Publishing Group has 20,000

editorial members and gives only 21 days rapid review process. Besides,
Authors, Reviewers and Editors are rewarded with online Scientific
Credits and you share a better discount for your subsequent articles.
Many countries have attached importance to the environmental
issues. Evaluating the environmental efficiency is a critical step to
solving the environmental problems because it can clearly identify the
status of production process. Many factors including multiple inputs
and multiple outputs should be considered in environmental system.
These factors may consist of human resource, material, equipment,
product, profit rate, earnings, pollutions and waste etc. Exploring and
studying the relationships among these factors would explore a way to
the research of this topic. It is evident that the inputs affect the outputs,
the more inputs usually the more pollutants in the production. We
also know that different corporations probably perform differently in
production. Some corporations generate more profits and less pollution
than some others. Because of the different performance of corporation,
works on measuring the difference and the benchmarking would have
a far-reaching impact on the environmental issues.
I would like to invite more researchers to submit their scientific
studies on topic to this open access journal. Your submission will be
published as soon as possible after a rigorous but very quick review.
I want to appreciate in advance for your support and submission and
hope to serve you for many years to come.
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